
 

March 5th Meeting notes 

Attendees 

Kurt  David O   Jim Wes Dave Rick Cort 

Paul W  Casey  John      Greg   Vern   

Kenny  Butch  Andy     Chris F Paul Mark       Jerry 

 

Really good turnout tonight in both attendance and models on the table!!  Club business 
included handing out the judging criteria for our show in April, rapidly getting close!!!  We 
have a new format, new medals/awards, and it looks to be another fantastic show!! 

 

This months theme was “Need for Speed” any type of vehicle used in the quest for speed 
and there was a good turnout for the theme. 

 

Kurt brought in a 1/32 Eduard BF108 representing the early production of the aircraft from 
1937 and its participation in the Isle of Man air race!!  

 

Wes continues to bring  in amazing work with another Academy ship kit.  This one being the 
USS Indianapolis in 1/350 scale with “Little Boy” in a water base on its way to deliver the 
first atomic bomb.  Wes also had a Revell PT109 as his Need for Speed representation as 
they were some of the fastest water craft to come out of WW2. 

 



Butch brought in a Revell 1/32 Bell X-1 for his theme entry.  Aftermarket seat belts and 
scratchbuilt handles on the door, the broom handle Chuck used to close the door was also 
there.   In addition Butch had a scratch built robot spider for an upcoming Johnny Quest 
Diorama and finally a 1/1000 scale starship, 3D printed and sporting decals to honor the 
late Sally Ride. 

 

Paul Brought in a beautiful ’65 Cobra in Krylon flat black, 1/24 scale with an engine very 
nicely wired up!  To keep it company there was a 70 ½ Camaro sitting next to the Cobra 

 

Chris brought in a two beautifully done Tamiya AMG3 kits.  Sporting Hobby Design decals 
and one finished with a gloss coat and the other in a flat finish per the actual vehicle.  VERY 
nicely done!! 

 

Dave Horn had a magnificent Revell 1/48 GR4 Tornado as his Need for Speed and was the 
usual fantastic work that Dave puts into everything he builds. 

 

Andy was a newcomer to the club tonight and brought in fantastic Enigma Models Conan 
the Barbarian with a balsa foam carved name plate.   

 

John Cleveland had two fantastic 1/32 aircraft on the table.  The first, a Revell 1/32 FW190 
D and the 2nd was a Hasegawa P-26 splendidly painted with automotive paints !! 

 

Greg brought in a 1/72 J29 Tunan, kit by Heller that he has poured a lot of time into, scribing 
and adding rivets.  Greg also had a 1/72 Mig 31 that he had painted in years past 
representing his Need for Speed Entry.  Of course………..wheels up!!! 

 

Jim shared a Ferrari 550 from Fujimi painted up beautifully and sitting on a nice base to add 
to the presentation. 

 



Kenny had two very nice builds on the table, One an Airfix jeep painted and decaled up as 
the “Follow me” vehicle for a WW2 airfield and had it on a nice display base.  Keeping it 
company was a 1939 Cushman mailcart!  Great job Kenny!!! 

 

And last but not least, Mark had a Revell 1/48 SR71 that he brought in for his entry into the 
theme category.  Wearing black as always its an amazing aircraft in any scale.  Mark also 
brought in a Tamiya Abrams in 1/35 scale in Desert colors to round out tonights show and 
tell.   Thanks to everyone for participating and some fantastic work!!! 

 

 

Tonights big winners were John Cleveland for his amazing P-26 as our model of the month.  
Butch’s Bell X-1 picked up our theme award for his “Orange Bullet”  And Kurt won tonights 
raffle kit, the new P-47D by MiniArt which looks to be an amazing kit!  Congrats to the 
winners and many thanks to everyone that brought in their work to share with the rest of the 
club. 





 

 







 

 

 

 

 





 













 

 

 



 

 



   



         


